Objective: Drug repositioning is a promising methodology for reducing the cost and duration of the drug discovery pipeline. We sought to develop a computational repositioning method leveraging annotations in the literature, such as Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) terms. Methods: We developed software to determine significantly co-occurring drug-MeSH term pairs and a method to estimate pair-wise literature-derived distances between drugs. Results We found that literature-based drug-drug similarities predicted the number of shared indications across drug-drug pairs. Clustering drugs based on their similarity revealed both known and novel drug indications. We demonstrate the utility of our approach by generating repositioning hypotheses for the commonly used diabetes drug metformin. Conclusion: Our study demonstrates that literature-derived similarity is useful for identifying potential repositioning opportunities. We provided open-source code and deployed a free-to-use, interactive application to explore our database of similarity-based drug clusters (available at http://apps.chiragjpgroup.org/MeSHDD/).
BACKGROUND
Computational drug repositioning is an attractive methodology for academia and industry alike, because such a method can quickly and inexpensively nominate compounds for new indications. [1] [2] [3] Especially promising are methods that predict novel indications for currently approved drugs, as such drugs that have a substantially reduced risk of side effects. Previous approaches have generally focused on molecular evidence for repositioning, such as network studies using genomic, 4 transcriptomic, [5] [6] [7] [8] or proteomic level information, 9 or some combination thereof. 10 Recently, however, a number of methods have been developed to utilize large-scale biomedical data from indirect sources, such as side effect profiles 11, 12 and medical records data. 13 Another source of information on approved drugs is the medical literature. In contrast to repositioning methods developed by our group and others that leverage specific types of evidence, such as differential gene expression, [5] [6] [7] [8] 
methods that rely on Medical Subject
Heading (MeSH) terms integrate the full spectrum of biomedical evidence, including structural, genetic, and clinical studies. The foremost repository of curated medical literature is MEDLINE V R , which contains manually annotated MeSH terms for over 20 million biomedical articles. Mining this resource for drug-related information is a natural direction for computational drug repositioning, as it represents a simplified review of the literature surrounding a given drug. However, despite the fact that these data are readily and freely available, only a handful of methods have leveraged MEDLINE for repositioning. Currently available MeSH-based methods have focused on building networks connecting drugs to genes, 14, 15 drugs to diseases, [16] [17] [18] [19] or drugs to other compounds that interact when coprescribed, 20, 21 but not on investigating the MeSH terms shared between drugs. Drug-drug similarity studies are driven by the hypothesis that similar drugs should be similar in mechanism of action and be useful in treating a similar constellation of diseases. Drug-drug similarity has been widely applied to a variety of direct and indirect sources of evidence and with high predictive power in discovering validated repositioning opportunities. 9, 12, [22] [23] [24] Building on these successes, we developed MeSHDD, a MeSH-based drug-drug similarity method for computational drug repositioning. Here, we extend methods for chemical-wise MeSH term enrichment 25 and cluster drugs based on their pair-wise similarities. We develop a methodology for predicting novel indications within drug clusters based on cluster-wise disease enrichment. We examine MeSHDD as a tool for generating repositioning hypotheses, taking metformin as a case study. Finally, we provide fully commented source code (at http://github.com/adam-sam-brown/) as well as an interactive online tool to aid investigators in generating repositioning hypotheses (at http://apps.chiragjpgroup.org/MeSHDD/). 
METHODS

Drug-MeSH term overlap database construction
Enriched drug-MeSH terms
Using the drug-MeSH term overlap database, we calculated the enrichment for co-occurrence between each drug and MeSH term (Figure 1A) . 25 To do so, we calculated a hypergeometric P value using the phyper function in the R programming language, 27 which corresponds to the probability of having as many or more drug-MeSH co-occurrences conditioned on the full set of drug-MeSH pairs. To control for multiple testing, we applied the Bonferroni correction using the p.adjust function in R. All associations with a Bonferroniadjusted P < .05 were considered significant.
Drug cluster definition
To cluster the 1629 drugs, we leveraged a binary distance measure as implemented in the dist function in R. We first converted significant P values to binary bits, where significant entries were considered "on" (a value of 1) and nonsignificant terms were considered "off" (a value of 0). The binary distance between any 2 drugs could then be calculated as the proportion of bits for which only 1 drug was "on" among those where at least 1 was "on" (see Figure 1A ). Highly similar drugs (and those on the diagonal) have distances close to 0, while those that are dissimilar have values close to 1. Drugs were then clustered using pair-wise distances and bootstrapped means clustering as implemented in the clusterboot function from the fpc package in R ( Figure 1B ). 28 We used clusterboot because it is optimized for large datasets and produces disjoint clusters containing all the drugs in our database. We examined a broad range of potential numbers of clusters (k clusters between 10 and 50) corresponding to a large window around the commonly used "ruleof-thumb" value for k. 29 For each value of k, we performed 100
clusterboot bootstraps, as recommended (see the fpc package manual, https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/fpc/fpc.pdf). Goodness of clustering was assessed using the Jaccard index; 30,31 the value of k that maximized the mean Jaccard index was chosen as the optimal k (see Supplementary Figure S1 ). Following k selection, we performed 10 000 bootstraps to define robust clusters.
Cluster-based repositioning
To identify what indications were enriched in the putative indications in the drug-drug similarity clusters, we downloaded the Therapeutics Target Database (TTD, accessed January 23, 2016; http:// bidd.nus.edu.sg/group/cjttd/). 32 The TTD contains a variety of manually curated information on over 30 000 approved and investigational drugs, including drug-disease indication information. As before, we selected only those TTD drugs with a case-insensitive full-length match to a DrugBank-approved drug name, and further restricted ourselves to those drugs tracked by MEDLINE, resulting in 1426 unique FDA-approved drugs. We then calculated the statistical overrepresentation of each disease in a given cluster using the phyper function in R. The resulting P value corresponds to the probability that a given cluster is enriched for drugs that treat a given disease, conditioned on the full set of disease-drug pairs. Bonferroni correction was applied within each cluster and across clusters to correct for multiple testing. Following correction, all P values that remained < .05 were considered significant. To assess whether more similar drugs according to our methodology would share more TTD indications, we performed ordinal logit regression using the ordinal package in r. Ordinal logit regression accounts for the fact that the number of shared indications between 2 drugs is an ordinal, rather than continuous. We regressed the binary distance between each pair of drugs on the number of shared indications from the TTD and assessed significance using a P value cutoff of .05.
RESULTS
Characteristics of data sources
We downloaded the MEDLINE baseline repository for 2013, which contained 234 030 670 total MeSH term-article pairs for 20 275 470 unique indexed PubMed articles. From this database, we extracted 81 474 709 drug-MeSH co-occurrences corresponding to 1629 unique FDA-approved drugs catalogued in DrugBank. 26 We determined enriched drug-MeSH term pairs as described above, resulting in 251 594 statistically significant pairs. In parallel, we retrieved indications for FDA-approved drugs from the TTD, 32 resulting in 1924 drug-disease pairs corresponding to 1426 unique FDA-approved drugs and 622 unique diseases (summarized in Figure 2 ).
Drug-drug similarity is predictive of shared disease indications
As described above, we calculated the pair-wise distance between all drug-drug pairs based on overrepresented co-occurring MeSH terms and examined the relationship between distance and number of pair-wise shared indications. As expected, if similarity were predictive of shared indication, we found that binary distance is strongly negatively correlated with number of shared indications (ordinal logit regression, b distance % À21. 
Drug-Drug Similarity
Drug-Drug distance (0 to 1) This suggests that high MeSH similarity is predictive of therapeutic similarity and is a potentially useful metric for repositioning.
Drug-drug similarity clustering and disease indication enrichment
By performing bootstrapped clustering, we determined that the optimal number of drug clusters was 33, producing a median cluster size of 31 drugs. We then calculated enrichment for disease indications in the 33 clusters, which yielded predicted enrichment for 482 unique diseases of the 622 diseases considered. The median number of enriched indications per cluster was 2 (interquartile range for all 33 clusters: 1-6), which compares favorably to currently available computational repositioning methods, which typically recommend hundreds or thousands of repositioning opportunities. 5, 9 MeSHDD on average provides a much tighter set of testable hypotheses.
MeSHDD R Shiny application
To enable investigators to browse the results described in this study, we developed and deployed an R Shiny application. In "drug-centric" mode, the MeSHDD application allows users to select a drug from the full list of drugs we examine, and then view other drugs in the selected drug's cluster (displayed as a dendrogram) as well as cluster-enriched disease indications (Supplementary Figure S2A) . In addition to drug-centric mode, the application also allows investigators to select a disease of interest and identify clusters for which that disease is enriched (Supplementary Figure S2B) . The application is available at http://apps.chiragjpgroup.org/MeSHDD/.
DISCUSSION
In this study, we describe MeSHDD, a novel literature-based repositioning methodology that leverages drug-drug similarity based on MeSH term co-occurrence. We show that our similarity measure is predictive of shared indication, with less similar drugs sharing statistically fewer indications in common. To allow investigators to generate repositioning hypotheses, we clustered drugs using their pairwise similarities and calculated disease-treatment enrichment in the resulting clusters. We also provide an interactive online tool that allows users to browse the resulting repositioning suggestions, in either a drug-or disease-centric manner. Drug-centric repositioning may be useful for academic or industry groups hoping to discover new indications for a given molecule or family of molecules, while disease-centric repositioning may be useful for identifying a small number of compounds to screen for a given disease. MeSHDD therefore represents a flexible methodology for generating a variety of different types of repositioning hypotheses.
To demonstrate MeSHDD's capability in drug-centric repositioning, we attempted to reposition the antidiabetic drug metformin. We chose metformin because, in addition to being a first-line type 2 diabetes mellitus medication, 33 it is an excellent example of successful drug repositioning. In addition to diabetes, metformin has been investigated and is currently used for a number of alternate indications. [34] [35] [36] To generate repositioning hypotheses for metformin, we first examined the MeSHDD clustering results using the MeSHDD R Shiny application. As expected, metformin clusters with other known diabetes medications, including the glitazones, pioglitazone and rosiglitazone. Furthermore, MeSHDD correctly predicts both the primary indication, diabetes mellitus, and several investigational indications for metformin, including obesity, hyperlipidemia, and hypercholesterolemia. Interestingly, the metformin cluster is also enriched for drugs that treat cystic fibrosis (CF), linking CF to metformin (the metformin cluster contains tyloxapol, a mucus-liquefying drug). This is striking, as metformin itself is not significantly associated with CF MeSH terms. Metformin is a potent activator of AMPactivated kinase, which has recently been implicated in slowing the lung and renal pathologies of CF. 37, 38 Despite initial excitement over the prospect of metformin as a well-tolerated AMP-activated kinase agonist for the treatment of CF, to our knowledge it has not yet been tested for CF in a clinical setting (from clinicaltrials.gov, accessed March 3, 2016) . Using MeSHDD, we were therefore able to identify a nonobvious and testable repositioning hypothesis for the use of metformin in CF therapy. While we have discussed the potential of MeSHDD as a flexible repositioning methodology and demonstrated its utility with a case study, we do note that it has 2 main limitations. First, MeSHDD requires that a given drug be represented in the biomedical literature in order to have the potential to share similarity with other drugs; we therefore suggest that users focus on well-studied, approved drugs rather than investigational compounds (as provided in our online tool). Second, we note that MeSH term association is agnostic to the directionality of association; for example, 2 drugs could treat and cause a symptom, respectively, and yet both could still be associated with the directionless symptom MeSH term. However, we argue that this does not generally impact performance, as our similarity metric is strongly correlated with shared indication.
CONCLUSION
Here, we have described MeSHDD, a framework for computational drug repositioning using literature-derived drug-drug similarity. Critically, we claim that MeSHDD provides an alternate way of searching the biomedical corpus for novel (and existing) uses of approved drugs. We expanded previous methods using curated MeSH terms from MEDLINE to find drug-MeSH term pairs that were enriched for co-occurrence in the medical literature and developed a method for calculating pair-wise similarities between drugs. Using this methodology, we robustly clustered 1426 FDA-approved drugs and identified within-cluster repositioning opportunities. We demonstrate the utility of MeSHDD with an end-to-end case study for metformin and identify a nonobvious but supported opportunity for the treatment of cystic fibrosis. All analysis presented in this study is fully reproducible using open-source code available from GitHub; in addition, we provide free, interactive online tools to explore the full results of MeSHDD.
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